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Now everyone can achieve professional floor cleaning results
For more information go to wwwTASKI.com

Cleaner floors
Transform the appearance of 

your floors and your customers 
will really notice. 

Customer/guest/patient experience.

Hygienic floors
Immaculate public areas & wash-
rooms. Safe and spotless kitchen 
and food preparation areas that 

will pass any audit. 
Compliance and higher standards.

Safer floors
Less soilage = less germs. 

 Less water = drier, safer floors 
that stay clean longer. 

Lowering risks and litigation.



The swingo 250µicro is a brilliant replacement 
for mopping, delivering outstanding results 
with superior ergonomics and safety

More effective cleaning results
TASKI scrubber driers remove up to 5 x times more soilage than mopping. A combination of 
increased cleaning pressure and superior water recovery means floors are visibly cleaner.

Superior cleaning pressure
Up to 10 x times cleaning pressure means mechanical cleaning is far superior to manual 
cleaning. Powerful and efficient digital motors ensure the swingo 250µicro quickly removes 
stubborn soilage in one pass. Twister pads can improve results further and even restore 
neglected floors. 

Superior water pickup
Even the best wet mopping systems leave an unsafe level of water residue. Wet floors mean 
high risk of slip fall. A powerful digital vacuum motor ensures up to 65% more soiled water is 
recovered leaving floors safely clean and dry.

Reduction in cleaning costs
One pass cleaning means no repeat cleans and no need to wait for floors to dry. With labour 
over 80% of total cleaning costs, the swingo 250µicro saving can reduce total cleaning costs 
by up to 70%. 

Water and chemical reduction
The swingo 250µicro’s super efficient water distribution means that 6,500L of water and as-
sociated chemicals are saved every year. That’s a 80% reduction compared to mopping. The 
swingo 250µicro isn’t just a more efficient answer, it’s also a more sustainable solution.

Safer and more ergonomic
The foot operated brush and squeegee levers means no bending over and the parking mode 
means the machine can be safely positioned if unattended. With its safe parking position, 
low handle weight and convenient transport mode the swingo 250µicro is so simple to use. 
Clean faster and smarter, not harder.
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TASKI The ULTIMATE Cleaning Machines
For more information, visit www.taski.com or follow us on social media. 
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